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Thanks again for your helpful and valuable comments on our manuscript entitled “The Spatiotemporal Regime of Glacier Runoff in Oases Indicates the Potential Climatic Risk in Dryland Areas of China” (ID: HESS-2021-377). After studying your comments carefully, we have made some corrections which we hope to meet with approval.

(1) First of all, we rewrite the Methods and annotate parameters correctly. As for some details we have discussed too much, such as the reasons for choosing Shean Estimation and APHRODITE, we use charts and figures to illustrate them in supplementary materials. We also add the methods to calculate the glacier area change. The revised Methods with supplementary materials read as:

“2.3 Methods

2.3.1 Ablation on glaciers

Glacier ablation at different time steps is obtained from the degree-day factor (DDF) model, namely, the product of the DDF and positive-degree days (PDD) (Braithwaite & Olesen, 1993) summing positive daily average temperatures at different time steps as shown in Eq. (1)-(3):

\[ A_{b,y} = DDF \times PDD_y, \quad (1) \]

\[ PDD = \sum_{t=1}^{n} H_t \cdot T_{a,t}, \quad (2) \]

\[ H_t = \begin{cases} 1.0, & T_{a,t} \geq 0 \\ 0.0, & T_{a,t} < 0 \end{cases} \quad (3) \]

where \( H_t \) is a logistic variable, \( t \) refers to the time scale, \( T_{a,t} \) is the temperature corrected by DEM (decreased 0.65 degrees per 100 m altitude rise).

The DDF is an important parameter reflecting the amount of ice and snow melt generated by the unit positive accumulated temperature (Kaser et al., 2010; Kraaijenbrink et al., 2017). Previous studies have generally used 2 mm °C\(^{-1}\)d\(^{-1}\) as the DDF of the ice-coved glacier and 7 mm °C\(^{-1}\)d\(^{-1}\) as the DDF of the debris-covered glacier (Azam et al., 2012; Immerzeel et al., 2015). The spatial variation in the DDF has a great influence on the accuracy of simulating the snowmelt process. This paper used the spatial distribution of DDFs for glaciers with a resolution of 0.5° based on a formula built by investigations and observations of 40 different glaciers in the HMA. Map of isolines for the DDFs shows...
the factors increase gradually from northwest to southeast in western China which is consistent with the varied climatic environment from cold-dry to warm-wet (Zhang et al., 2006). Monthly positive-degree days ($PDD_m$) were chosen instead of absolute daily $PDD$ while the calculation method was still summing positive daily average temperatures, on the 100 m grid scale consistent with the spatial resolution of DEM.

### 2.3.2 Accumulation on glaciers

In this paper, the maximum precipitation height ($H_{map}$) was introduced as a parameter for calculating accumulation. The $H_{map}$ of each glacier region around the DAC was obtained from previous studies (Chen et al., 2018; Hewitt, 2007; Immerzeel et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2019; Zhang, Tuerxunbai, et al., 2019). For each glacier, the precipitation is lapsed from its maximum height ($H_{max}$) to its $H_{map}$ negatively with the same precipitation gradient ($PG$). On basis of each glacier range in the form of shapefile from RGI v6.0, high-altitude reconciled precipitation at different altitudes was calculated as Eq. (4):

$$P_{cor,d} = \begin{cases} P_{prnd,d} \cdot [1 + (H_{max} - H) \cdot PG \cdot 0.01], & H > H_{map} \\ P_{prnd,d} \cdot [1 + (H_{map} - H) \cdot PG \cdot 0.01], & H \leq H_{map} \end{cases} \quad (4)$$

where $P_{prnd,d}(m)$ is original precipitation from APHRODITE, $H_{max}(m)$ is the maximum height of each glacier from RGI, $H(m)$ is the altitude from DEM at a grid scale, $PG(\% m^{-1})$ is the vertical precipitation gradient for each glacier, and $H_{map}(m)$ is the maximum precipitation height of each glacier region based on previous studies.

Original calculation of atmospheric accumulation on glaciers depends on temperature, by which precipitation is separated into solid (snow, $A_c(m)$) and liquid (rain). The temperature at which all precipitation becomes liquid was assumed to be 4°C, $T_1(°C)$. The calculation for accumulation on glacier was following Eq. (5) (Fujita & Nuimura, 2011; Sakai et al., 2015):

$$A_{c,d} = \begin{cases} P_{cor,d} T_d \leq 0 \\ (1 - \frac{T_d}{T_1}) P_{cor,d} 0 < T_d \leq T_1, \\ 0, T_d > T_1 \end{cases} \quad (5)$$

where $T_d(°C)$ is the actual temperature corrected by DEM, $P_{cor,d}(m)$ is the daily corrected precipitation, $T_1(°C)$ is set to 4, and $A_{c,d}(m)$ is accumulation on glacier at a daily step.

### 2.3.3 Mass balance
We used regional available glacier mass balance dataset to correct high-altitude precipitation. The mass balance, $B_y$(m), is the sum of accumulation, $A_{c,y}$(m), and ablation, $A_{b,y}$(m), at a yearly time step of each glacier following Eq. (6):

$$B_y = A_{b,y} + A_{c,y},$$  

(6)

Existing regional glacier mass balance datasets included those produced by Brun et al. (2017), based on ASTER DEMs from 2000 to 2016 at a spatial resolution of 30 m (hereafter, Brun estimation), by Shean et al. (2020), extending Brun Estimation to 2018 for each glacier in RGI (hereafter, Shean estimation), and based on NASA’s Ice, Cloud and Land Elevation Satellite (ICESat-1) data for the period 2003-2008 (hereafter, IceSat data) (Immerzeel et al., 2015; Kääb et al., 2012; Srivastava et al., 2013). A comparison of the former three datasets was shown in Extended Table1 and Extended Figure 1. This paper selected the Shean estimation to simulate mass balance using the mass balance and uncertainty of each glacier, which was based on multisource RGI v6.0 glacier inventory (while the Brun estimation used the single-source GAMDAM inventory) and implemented robust approaches to estimate elevation change trends for each glacier.

2.3.4 Reconciling High-altitude Precipitation

Annual yearly glacier ablation from 2000 to 2018 was calculated by Eq. (1)-(4), meanwhile, the annual yearly glacier mass balance from 2000 to 2018 was provided by Shean estimation. According to Eq. (6), the annual yearly accumulation ($A_{c,y}$) of each glacier for the same period could be obtained. By substituting $A_{c,y}$ into Eq. (4) and Eq. (5), the $PG$ of each glacier in RGI can be collected with the support of DEM and APHRODITE. The spatial resolution of APHRODITE was quite different from that of DEM. To reduce the impact of grid mutation from precipitation data, the nearest neighbor algorithm (López-Granados et al., 2005) was used to aggregate, and the map of $PG$ was obtained at a regional scale.

2.3.5 Glacier Runoff

Substituting the map of $PG$, original precipitation and temperature from APHRODITE, and DEM into Eq. (1)-(6), the time-series of mass balance for each glacier could be obtained.

To be precise, glacier runoff including meltwater runoff and delayed runoff in this study is runoff generated within the glacier range, where glacier areas change over time. Delayed runoff was caused by remaining precipitation which stored
as snow in cold seasons and discharged in warm seasons after offsetting ablation (Kaser et al., 2010; Pritchard, 2019; Shean et al., 2020), and also included part of precipitation in warm seasons. Meltwater runoff, which was also called excessive meltwater runoff or the imbalanced part of glacier runoff, was caused by mass loss of glaciers when atmospheric accumulation cannot offset ablation on glaciers.

Glacier runoff, \( G_m(m) \), during warm seasons was calculated according to the proportion of monthly \( PDD, PDD_m \), to yearly \( PDD, PDD_y \), and the absolute value of yearly mass balance at each grid cell of 100 m as the following Eq. (7):

\[
G_m = |B_y| \times \frac{PDD_m}{PDD_y},
\]

(7)

Monthly delayed runoff, \( D_m(m) \), was the product of \( B_y \) greater than zero and the proportion of \( PDD_m \) to \( PDD_y \); accordingly, meltwater runoff, \( M_m \), was the product of \( B_y \) less than zero and the proportion of \( PDD_m \) to \( PDD_y \) as shown in Eq. (8) and Eq. (9):

\[
D_m = B_y \times \frac{PDD_m}{PDD_y}, B_y \geq 0,
\]

(8)

\[
M_m = B_y \times \frac{PDD_m}{PDD_y}, B_y < 0,
\]

(9)

In this paper, we present a method to obtain a time series of runoff including delayed runoff and meltwater runoff generating in glacier regions after reconciling high-altitude precipitation by existing glacier mass balance dataset, Shean estimation, which makes up for the problem of datasets that were incomprehensive (only mass balance) or semi-quantitative (only glacier runoff proportion) in glacier areas at a regional scale. This dataset can be used in hydrological models to better simulate the whole hydrological process.

2.3.6 Glacier Area Change

Glacier outlines were extracted from Landsat TM scenes in the two periods (Region1985-1995 and Region1995-2005) in each basin at the end of ablation seasons (September to November), respectively, in Google Earth Engine™ (hereafter, GEE) based on band ratio segmentation method (Guo et al., 2015; Paul et al., 2009; Racoviteau et al., 2009). We used the value of 2.0 to differentiate glacier and non-glacier as the threshold for TM3/TM5 within a three-pixel buffer of the glacier outline of RGI. As the Scan-Line Corrector (SLC) within the ETM+ instrument failed in May, all images after that time
have offset scans, appearing as strips of zero radiance that widen toward the edge of the image, which severely affected the use of Landsat ETM+ remote sensing images. Glacier outlines of RGI were set for the glacier range in the period of 2005-2015 (Region2005-2015) considering the Landsat imageries used in RGI from 2005-2015 in general (Dates of Landsat imageries used in RGI in different river basins was shown in Extended Table 2).

2.3.7 Total uncertainty Analysis

According to the individual glacier uncertainty (including random error and systematic error) calculated in the Shean estimation, the uncertainty range of glacier mass balance changes could be obtained. Using the same routine which was described in 2.3.4 to calculate distributions of PG corresponding to the maximum and minimum mass balance values from Shean estimation, and time-series of maximum and minimum glacier runoff generated by the map of corresponding PG were obtained by substituting original precipitation and temperature from APHRODITE and DEM into Eq. (1)-(9). Calculations of delayed runoff and meltwater runoff and their uncertainties were shown in Fig. 2 where shaded blocks were results with uncertainties.

![Fig. 2. Conceptual framework of glacier runoff calculating.](image)

Blocks represent modules of the glacier runoff calculation in each category. Shading indicated results with uncertainties and different lines and blocks indicated the corresponding modules.

2.3.8 Trend Analysis
The Mann-Kendall test (MK test) was recommended as an effective method to distinguish whether a natural process is in a natural fluctuation or has a definite trend of change especially for hydro-meteorological data with non-normal distribution (Mann, 1945; Kendall, 1975). Given a time series $x(t)$ of length $n$ with statistical hypothesis that the unadjusted data series was an independent random variable with the same distribution composed of $n$ elements. $m_i$ represented the cumulative number of $x(i)$ was greater than $x(j), 1 \leq j \leq i$, and the statistic $d_k$ was defined as following Eq. (10):

$$d_k = \sum_{i=1}^{k} m_i, 2 \leq k \leq n,$$

(10)

The mean $E(d_k)$ and variance $\text{var}(d_k)$ was calculated by the following Eq. (11) and Eq. (12):

$$E(d_k) = k(k - 1)/4,$$

(11)

$$\text{var}(d_k) = k(k - 1)(2k + 5)/72,$$

(12)

After standardizing $d_k$, $UF_k$ and $UB_k$ can be calculated as following Eq. (13) and Eq. (14):

$$UF_k = \frac{d_k - E(d_k)}{\sqrt{\text{var}(d_k)}},$$

(13)

$$\{ \begin{array}{l}
UB_k = -UF_k \\
k = n + 1 - k, k = 1, 2, 3, \cdots, n
\end{array} \}$$

(14)

$UF_k$ formed a $UF$ curve and $UB_k$ formed a $UB$ curve, while the intersection point of the former two curves in the confidence interval was determined as the turning point. While $UF > 0$, it indicated an increasing trend of the sequence, on the contrary, it indicated a declining trend while $UF < 0$. 
While the ICESat data did not reflect small glaciers, the data were used to calculate the elevation changes of glaciers larger than 5 km² in area and then to interpolate the elevation variations across the entire region, and the satellite no longer provided data in 2009. As the algorithms of the Brun estimation and Shean estimation were analogous, this paper focused on comparing the Shean estimation and Brun estimation to handle a more appropriate dataset. There was little difference in overall mass balance between the two datasets (-0.87 of Brun estimation and -0.98 of Shean estimation in our study area), but a great difference in uncertainties in some regions such as in Western Tien Shan (0.08 of Brun estimation and 0.33 of Shean estimation) and Qilian Shan (0.08 of Brun estimation and 0.25 of Shean estimation). We chose Shean estimation since it provided mass balance of each glacier in RGI while Brun provided distribution images with a resolution of 30 m.

# Extended Table 1

**Comparison about mass balance datasets in different glacier regions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13-01 Hissar Alay</td>
<td>-0.12±0.24</td>
<td>-0.04±0.07</td>
<td>-0.03±0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13-02 Pamir</td>
<td>-0.52±0.24</td>
<td>-0.20±0.08</td>
<td>-0.22±0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13-03 W Tien Shan</td>
<td>-0.01±0.15</td>
<td>-0.01±0.07</td>
<td>-0.02±0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13-07 Qilian Shan</td>
<td>-0.29±0.33</td>
<td>-0.29±0.08</td>
<td>-0.29±0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13-09 S an E Tibet</td>
<td>-0.27±0.16</td>
<td>-0.55±0.23</td>
<td>-0.48±0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14-01 Hindu Kush</td>
<td>-0.10±0.18</td>
<td>-0.13±0.07</td>
<td>-0.13±0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14-03 W Himalaya</td>
<td>-0.48±0.17</td>
<td>-0.38±0.09</td>
<td>-0.36±0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15-02 E Himalaya</td>
<td>-0.80±0.22</td>
<td>-0.38±0.20</td>
<td>-0.35±0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15-03 Hengduan Shan</td>
<td>-0.36±0.43</td>
<td>-0.56±0.23</td>
<td>-0.50±0.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

# Extended Figure 1

**Mass balance in different glacier regions**
### Dates of Landsat imageries used in RGI

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Basin</th>
<th>Image Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Middle Rivers Basin</td>
<td>20070911, 20070913, 20090723, 20090725, 20090808, 20090826, 20100813</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Yarkand River Basin</td>
<td>19980813, 19980820, 20000902, 20000904, 20000911, 20010721, 20020802, 20070729, 20080731, 20090726, 20090811, 20090921, 20090930, 20100823, 20100917</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Western Qaidam Basin</td>
<td>20060723, 20060909, 20060914, 20070504, 20070731, 20070811, 20070825, 20070903, 20070919, 20070921, 20090830, 20090901, 20100428, 20100806, 20100831, 20100902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Eastern Qaidam Basin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Datong River Above Xiangtang</td>
<td>20070813, 20090617</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Eastern Rivers Basin</td>
<td>20060811, 20100813</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Ebinur Lake Drainage System</td>
<td>19990918, 20070824, 20070911, 20070916, 20070918, 20070920, 20090723, 20090808, 20090813</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Hami Basin</td>
<td>20070825, 20100824</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Heihe River Basin</td>
<td>20050909, 20060909, 20060918, 20060920, 20070813, 20070822, 20100727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Hotan River Basin</td>
<td>20020802, 20080903, 20090603, 20090813, 20090907, 20090921, 20090930, 20100823, 20100917, 20101129, 20101208, 20110805</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Ili River Basin</td>
<td>20020818, 20070824, 20070911, 20070916, 20070918, 20070925, 20090723, 20090808, 20090813, 20091002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Kai-kong River Basin</td>
<td>20070515, 20070911, 20070913, 20090723, 20090801, 20090808, 20090817</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Kashgar River Basin</td>
<td>20000824, 20000902, 20000911, 20010726, 20010820, 20010928, 20070923, 20090701, 20090726, 20090910, 20090919</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Kriya Rivers Basin</td>
<td>20070819, 20090907, 20101208, 20110805</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Pai Basin</td>
<td>20070825, 20100824</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Qarqan Rivers Basin</td>
<td>20070508, 20070517, 20070625, 20070819, 20100806, 20100813, 20100831, 20100907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Qinghaihu Lake Drainage System</td>
<td>20060918, 20070813, 20080830</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Shiyang River Basin</td>
<td>20090617</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Shule River Basin</td>
<td>20060909, 20060918, 20070813, 20070825, 20070903, 20090901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Turpan Basin</td>
<td>20060811, 20070913, 20090801, 20090817, 20090819, 20090826, 20100813</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Weigan River Basin</td>
<td>20020818, 20070824, 20070911, 20070918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Aksu River Basin</td>
<td>19990808, 20020724, 20020818, 20020825, 20021003, 20070824, 20070907, 20070916, 20070923</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(2) We add the analysis of changes in glacier areas. Glacier outlines were extracted from Landsat TM scenes in the two periods (Region1985-1995 and Region1995-2005) in each basin at the end of ablation seasons (September to November), respectively, in Google Earth EngineTM (hereafter, GEE) based on band ratio segmentation method (Guo et al., 2015; Paul et al., 2009; Racoviteau et al., 2009). The distribution of different sizes in different basins is shown in the following figure:

Note. Total glacier areas in different basins from different glacier regions (A) and respective proportions of numbers (B) and area (C) within different basins in three periods (1985-1995, 1995-2005, 2005-2015 (RGI)).
We also add an analysis of changes in glacier area in Results. It reads as:

“Glacier Area Change

In the RGI, 53749 glaciers were compiled with a total area of 32008 km² in our study area. Hotan River Basin has the largest glacier area (6719.50 km²), and Yarkand River Basin has the largest number of glaciers (4487). Figure A shows the glacier area in each watershed that originated from different glacier regions in three periods (1985-1995, 1995-2005, 2005-2015). The general characteristics of glacier size distribution are that large numbers of small glaciers account for a small proportion of the total area, while there are less numbers of large glaciers that account for a large proportion of the total area (Bliss et al., 2013; Guo et al., Hagg et al., 2013; 2015; Le Bris et al., 2011; Paul et al., 2009). The feature is also clear in our study area especially in Aksu River Basin, Hotan River Basin, and Weigan River Basin as shown in Figures B and C. It can be seen that glaciers in the DAC are mainly less than 1 km², accounting for 70% or more of the total glacier area in the corresponding basin. Except for Datong River Above Xiangtang, Eastern Rivers Basin, Eastern Qaidam Basin, Shiyang River Basin, Turpan Basin, and Ebinur Lake Drainage System, the glaciers larger than 2 km² accounts for 50% or more of each basin.

During the three periods, the number proportion of glaciers smaller than 1 km² increases gradually, except in the Aksu River Basin, Hotan River Basin, Weigan River Basin, and Kriya Rivers Basin which are controlled by glaciers larger than 5 km², and Yarkand River Basin and Kashgar River Basin which are hindered by the date of remote sensing images. The area proportion of glaciers in Yarkand River Basin controlled by Karakoram, and Qarqan Rivers Basin and Western Qaidam Basin which are controlled by Eastern Kunlun remained almost unchanged, as Karakoram remains relatively stable, which is called the “Karakoram anomaly” (Hewitt, 2005) and Eastern Kunlun has a positive mass balance (Brun et al., 2017; Shean et al., 2020). The area proportion of glaciers larger than 5 km² in Aksu River Basin, Hotan River Basin, Ili River Basin, Kashgar River Basin, Middle Rivers Basin, and Weigan River Basin which are controlled by large glaciers increases with the periods. The area proportion of glaciers smaller than 1 km² in Heihe River Basin, Eastern Qaidam Basin, Shiyang River Basin, Eastern Rivers Basin, and Turpan Basin increases period by period. The higher area proportions of > 1 km² glaciers in these basins also illustrate the dominance of small glaciers.”
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